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on 
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Madam Chair, Members of the Committee: 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the Department of Education budget. 

We support the base budget increase approved under the Gannon school finance plan to help restore 

funding to previous inflation-adjusted levels and support continued improvement in Kansas 

educational attainment. 

Those are the Base Aid for Student Excellence amounts approved by the Legislature and the Kansas 

Supreme Court for the final year three years of the Gannon plan, plus the provision approved by the 

Legislature that would, beginning in FY 2023-24, increase the base at the average rate of increase for the 

previous three years in the Consumer Price Index for the Midwest region. Based on current projections, 

the Governor is recommending appropriating funding in FY 24 for a $160 increase in base aid, or 3.3 

percent. We believe this regular adjustment in the base is critical to adequate funding and will help 

avoid future school finance litigation. 

We support increasing special education aid as those costs increase. 

The Governor’s budget provides $7.6 million increases in special education state aid in the current year 

(FY 2022) and $7.4 next year (FY 2023), or about 1.5 percent each year. Although the dollar amount of 

special education state aid is rising, the percentage of “excess costs” covered by state aid is continuing 

to fall. The actual percentage of excess cost funded this year is estimated at 76.4 percent and projected 

to fall to 70.8 percent next year and 64.3 percent in 2024 if there is no increase in aid. 

Special education aid is covering a declining percentage of costs for several reasons. First, a growing 

percentage of students are identified as requiring special services each year. Second, the biggest special 

education cost is for teacher salaries, which tend to increase at the rate of base state aid per pupil, and 

special education teachers usually receive the same increase as other teachers. The base per pupil has 

been increasing at about 3 percent, while special education aid is growing at about half of that rate. 
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Finally, the percentage of excess cost covered would be even lower if the State Board of Education was 

not using temporary federal COVID aid to cover some special education costs. 

We support funding for other major aid programs to preserve funding equity and support student 

learning. 

We support the Governor's recommendation to fully fund the estimated cost of Local Option Budget, 

Capital Outlay and Capital Improvement aid programs that provide state aid to districts with lower 

property tax valuation per pupil so “equalize” the tax rate required for local spending. 

We also support the recommendations to add $3 million to expand the school-based Mental Health 

Intervention Team program, $1.8 million to restore funding for professional development aid; $1.5 

million for districts to provide transportation for high school students attending off-campus career 

technical education programs at postsecondary institutions, $360,000 for national teacher board 

certification aid, and $100,000 for a statewide dyslexia coordinator position for KSDE. 

We believe it makes sense to eliminate the delayed school aid payment. 

Since 2003, the state has delayed a portion of the final aid payment of the fiscal year, scheduled for late 

June, and made the actual payment in early July. However, school districts are required to account for 

the money as received in June, although they have not actually received the money. This practice was 

adopted when the state was faced with budget problems and a possible deficit at the end of the fiscal 

year in June. By delaying part of the aid payment, the state reduced its costs that year by shifting that 

expense to the next year. In effect, school districts provided a short-term loan to the state. The annual 

amount has averaged at least $200 million. 

The Governor has proposed making the full final aid payment in June this year, FY 2022, which would 

increase state aid by $199 million ($161 million in state financial aid and $38 million in LOB state aid). 

However, state aid would drop by the same amount next year, FY 2023, so there is no actual change in 

school district “spending power.” While KASB did not object to this change originally, which helped 

avoid reductions in school funding when the state was faced with a revenue shortfall, there are several 

arguments for ending the delay. School districts receive criticism from auditors for the maneuver, since 

they are recording receipts for a year in which they were not actually received. The practice artificially 

inflates July 1 cash balances. Reversing this practice now, when the state has high cash balances, would 

make it available in the future without making the delayed payment greater. 

Early Retirement of Deferred KPERS School Payments 

The Governor is proposing paying off the entire $253.8 million in remaining KPERS “layering” payments 

in 2022, which will reduce state general fund payments by $25.8 million annually over the next 14 years 

and save $172 million in interest costs. Those funds will allow KPERS to begin investing those funds, 

rather than waiting for state repayment. While KASB has no specific position on these issues, we have a 

general statement supporting ways to reduce the state general fund cost of the KPERS, if adequate 

retirement benefits can be provided. This step would help achieve that goal. 

That balance of this testimony is additional information about funding, educational outcomes and use of 

school district revenues. Thank you for your consideration. 
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History of School Funding and Educational Improvement 

Key Points 

• From 1999 to 2009, Kansas per pupil funding rose faster than inflation, and state assessments, ACT 

scores and graduation rates all increased. 

• From 2009 to 2017, inflation-adjusted per pupil funding declined. After several years, state 

assessments and ACT scores also began to decline. 

• With two years of increased funding under the Gannon plan, state assessment results leveled off in 

2018 and 2019, then dropped after tests were not given in 2020 and the impact of COVID. 

• High school graduation and postsecondary attainment continued to increase until 2019, then 

dropped in 2020 during the COVID pandemic, while remaining much higher than 2009 levels. 

• School districts have continued to receive funding under the Gannon plan, which concludes in 2023 

and is to be followed by cost-of-living adjustments in beginning in 2024. School districts are also 

receiving one-time federal COVID aid, which is not on-going funding and must be spent by 2024. 

Longer Term History of School Funding 

1. We start with the data reported to the Special Committee on Education this fall. 

 

2. We use the same “total expenditures” amount but go back to 1999 provide a longer period to 

review. 

3. We also look at the total funding for school district general fund, local option budgets and 

special education state aid, which provides a better look at current operating funds (excludes 

capital costs, KPERS pensions costs, federal funds and food service). 

4. We looked an FTE per pupil enrollment but use headcount enrollment because it includes all 

students served and a smoother transition to counting full-time kindergarten (and a slightly 

smaller increase since 1999). 

5. We then calculate a per pupil amount for both total expenditures and general fund/LOB/special 

education aid, and adjust both each year to 2021 dollars, using the annual consumer price index 

for each year. 

6. We can divide this historical data into four periods:  

a. 1999 to 2005, before the Montoy school finance decision. 
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b. 2005-2009, with the implementation of increased funding based on a Legislative Post 

Audit cost study following the Montoy decision. 

c. 2009-2017, when per pupil school funding fell behind inflation due the Great Recession, 

reduced state revenue due to tax cuts, and the two years of “frozen funding” for block 

grants. 

d. 2017 to 2021, when the Legislature began the six-year phase in of the Gannon plan, 

which was designed to restore funding to 2009 levels based on the LPA audit, and school 

districts faced the impact of the COVID pandemic and temporary federal aid to address 

the pandemic. 

 

  

Fiscal 

Year

Total 

Expenditures 

(Thousands)

Gen. Fund, 

LOB & Spec Ed 

(Thousands)

FTE Enrollment 

(School 

Finance)

Headcount 

Enrollment

Consumer 

Price Index

Total Expend. 

Per Pupil 

(Headcount)

Gen. Fund, 

LOB & Spec Ed 

Per Pupil 

(Headcount)

Total PP 

Adjusted to 

2021 CPI

Gen. Fund, 

LOB & Spec Ed 

PP Adjusetd to 

2021 CPI

Total PP 

Adjusted to 

2021 CPI

Gen. Fund, 

LOB & Spec Ed 

PP Adjusetd to 

2021 CPI

1999 $3,320,121 $2,619,093 448,926          469,758          166.6 $7,068 $5,575 $11,497 $9,069

2000 $3,484,357 $2,709,586 448,610          469,205          172.2 $7,426 $5,775 $11,687 $9,088

2001 $3,668,761 $2,814,688 446,970          468,334          177.1 $7,834 $6,010 $11,987 $9,197

2002 $3,871,969 $2,892,382 445,377          468,171          179.9 $8,270 $6,178 $12,458 $9,307

2003 $4,057,904 $3,004,417 444,541          467,326          184.0 $8,683 $6,429 $12,789 $9,469

2004 $4,204,925 $3,055,063 443,302          467,387          188.9 $8,997 $6,536 $12,907 $9,377

2005 $4,289,415 $3,061,172 441,868          466,037          195.3 $9,204 $6,569 $12,772 $9,115

2006 $4,689,295 $3,366,474 442,556          465,316          201.6 $10,078 $7,235 $13,547 $9,725

2007 $5,142,077 $3,644,340 444,875          465,135          207.3 $11,055 $7,835 $14,449 $10,241

2008 $5,446,453 $3,918,061 446,874          468,704          215.3 $11,620 $8,359 $14,626 $10,522

2009 $5,666,732 $4,114,725 447,615          470,316          214.5 $12,049 $8,749 $15,220 $11,051

2010 $5,589,549 $3,922,115 453,324          475,373          218.1 $11,758 $8,251 $14,613 $10,254

2011 $5,587,044 $3,967,882 454,866          485,082          224.9 $11,518 $8,180 $13,876 $9,855

2012 $5,771,010 $3,951,270 456,001          486,956          229.6 $11,851 $8,114 $13,988 $9,578

2013 $5,852,471 $4,024,580 457,897          489,582          233.0 $11,954 $8,220 $13,906 $9,563

2014 $5,975,518 $4,064,765 461,088          496,903          236.7 $12,026 $8,180 $13,768 $9,366

2015 $6,079,998 $4,113,740 463,266          497,778          237.0 $12,214 $8,264 $13,967 $9,450

2016 $6,028,918 $4,156,226 463,168          496,739          240.0 $12,137 $8,367 $13,705 $9,448

2017 $6,084,021 $4,147,780 460,096          495,356          245.1 $12,282 $8,373 $13,580 $9,258

2018 $6,492,159 $4,344,747 476,673          498,317          251.1 $13,028 $8,719 $14,061 $9,410

2019 $6,711,048 $4,493,705 476,482          499,034          255.7 $13,448 $9,005 $14,253 $9,544

2020 $7,074,465 $4,681,943 476,454          499,331          258.8 $14,168 $9,376 $14,836 $9,818

2021 $7,340,319 $4,791,613 462,543          483,297          271.0 $15,188 $9,914 $15,188 $9,914

Change 99-21 121.1% 82.9% 3.0% 2.9% 62.7% 114.9% 77.8% 32.1% 9.3%

11.8% 7.1%

11.1% 0.5%

19.2% 21.3%

-10.8% -16.2%

Pre-Montoy

Montoy Phase-

In

Recession, Tax 

Cuts, Block 

Grants

Gannon Phase-

In and COVID
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Graphically, the inflation-adjusted change in school funding since 1999 looks like this: 

 

Total expenditure per pupil have only recovered to 2009 inflation-adjusted levels in 2021, in part due to 

federal COIVD aid. General fund, LOB and special education funding per pupil remains at approximately 

2007 levels. 

Funding and Test Scores 

The 2021 Special Committee’s study of funding and educational improvement primarily focused on tests 

scores, and only from 2015 to 2021, when three years of tests (2015-2017) occurred in at the end of an 

eight year period declining or (at best) flat funding, and two years (2020-21) were influenced by the 

COVID pandemic. 

However, much more data is available. 

For example, this chart from the 2006 Legislative Post Audit cost study shows that percentage of 

students scoring at level deemed proficient on state reading and math tests had been improving from 

2000 to 2005. 
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Next, we can chart the percentage of students scoring at “grade level” from 2007 to 2021, under two 

different tests (2007-2013 and 2015-2021). No valid tests were given in 2014, when the new test was 

under development, or 2020 due to the COVID pandemic and closure of schools for in-person learning. 
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Performance on state assessments continued rising during the Montoy phase-in of increased funding 

through 2009 and continued for the first three years of reducing funding. However, performance on the 

previous test declined from 2012 to 2013 and dropped on the new test from 2015 to 2017. As funding 

began to increase under the Gannon plan in 2018, scores levelled off, before dropping again in 2021 

following disruptions due to COVID. 

State ACT tests show a similar trend. Since ACT began reporting students scoring at benchmark levels in 

2006, the percentage of Kansas students scoring college-ready in all four test areas increased steadily 

during the Montoy phase-in and until 2015, before beginning to decline after six years of declining 

funding. More students took the test when the state made it free to all students beginning for the class 

of 2020, and scores fell further as expected. As in most states, scores declined with the impact of COVID. 
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Both state assessments and ACT tests show that student performance was increasing during as funding 

was increasing through 2009 and for several year following, before both began to decline several years 

after funding began to decline and have not yet begun to recover following two years of COVID. 

Funding and high school completion 

While test scores are a measure of academic achievement and predictor of future success, other more 

direct measures are also available. One is completion of high school. 

 

Data on total enrollment, each grade-level class and high school graduates are available back to 1992-

93. We can track changes in the number of students who complete 12 years of school plus kindergarten. 

Because we will want to look at the percentage of students who go on the college and receive degrees, 

we will look at total enrollment for both public and private accredited schools who report enrollment. 

Since 1993, total enrollment statewide has increased by 6.6%. Looking just since 2009, enrollment is 

down slightly (0.1 percent). But the number of students who make it to 12 grade or senior year has 

increased about five times that rate, 30.3 percent since 193 and 5.4 percent since 2009. The number of 

students who actually graduated rose even more, 36.4 percent since 1993 and 10.9 percent since 2009 – 

in other words, while enrollment has dropped slightly over the last 12 years, graduates have increased 

almost 11 percent. 

Some may wonder if this improvement is due to including private schools in these numbers, but private 

school enrollment has been a declining share of total enrollment, declining 12.5 percent since 1993 and 

13.8 percent since 2009., and falling from 6.6 to 5.3 percent of public school enrollment. 
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Kansas Enrollment Trends 

 

Of course, it might be argued that high school graduation rates have increased because standards have 

been lowered, so the next question is whether more students are prepared to complete postsecondary 

education. 

Data from the Kansas State Board of Regents, available since 2009, shows that while the K-12 population 

has been basically flat, the number of degrees and other credentials earned by individuals in the 

“traditional” age range for college (<18 through age 24) increased from 20,000 in 2009 to nearly 28,000 

in 2019 before declining by about 1,000 through 2021 during the COVID pandemic. 

Total 

Enrollment
12th graders Graduates

Grads as 

Percent of 

12th Graders

Public School 

Districrts

 Private 

Accredited 

Schools

1992-1993 471,479         28,031           26,019           0.93 442,215         29,304           

1993-1994 487,737         28,870           26,481           0.92 457,614         30,123           

1994-1995 490,966         30,180           27,769           0.92 460,838         30,128           

1995-1996 493,552         29,649           26,997           0.91 462,817         30,686           

1996-1997 496,863         30,619           27,931           0.91 465,402         31,337           

1997-1998 499,674         32,633           29,331           0.90 468,760         30,445           

1998-1999 500,462         33,556           30,015           0.89 469,821         29,709           

1999-2000 501,441         34,141           30,592           0.90 469,205         31,177           

2000-2001 501,064         34,703           30,883           0.89 468,334         31,877           

2001-2002 500,562         34,887           31,083           0.89 468,391         31,459           

2002-2003 499,458         35,388           31,545           0.89 467,326         31,255           

2003-2004 499,189         35,404           31,725           0.90 467,387         31,018           

2004-2005 497,514         35,161           31,826           0.91 466,037         30,742           

2005-2006 496,490         34,476           31,517           0.91 465,374         30,407           

2006-2007 496,143         34,586           31,794           0.92 465,105         30,505           

2007-2008 502,366         35,347           32,354           0.92 471,263         30,491           

2008-2009 503,229         34,664           31,998           0.92 472,866         29,757           

2009-2010 509,018         35,031           33,742           0.96 478,897         29,587           

2010-2011 511,258         35,003           33,271           0.95 481,467         29,240           

2011-2012 512,201         34,278           33,646           0.98 482,799         28,830           

2012-2013 514,237         34,496           33,700           0.98 485,147         28,580           

2013-2014 521,089         34,732           33,302           0.96 492,302         28,320           

2014-2015 521,208         34,428           33,620           0.98 492,906         27,888           

2015-2016 520,252         35,676           33,852           0.95 491,575         27,677           

2016-2017 517,336         35,519           34,290           0.97 489,795         27,182           

2017-2018 518,712         36,218           34,898           0.96 491,270         27,081           

2018-2019 518,836         36,204           35,031           0.97 491,764         26,717           

2019-2020 518,889         36,168           35,093           0.97 499,331         26,449           

2020-2021 502,492         36,528           35,487           0.97 483,297         25,650           

1993-2021 6.6% 30.3% 36.4% 9.3% -12.5%

2009-2021 -0.1% 5.4% 10.9% 2.2% -13.8%
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Students earning credentials who are less than 18 through age 19 – generally, still in high school – more 

than doubled, from about 2,500 in 2009 to over 6,000 in 2019 and 5,690 in 2021. 

In fact, the share of credentials earned by students most recently in the public school system (under 18 

through age 24) rose from 56 percent of all credentials awarded to all ages in 2009 to 63 percent in 

2021, and those under age 18 to 19 increased from 8 to 16 percent. 

(One limitation of this data is compares credentials awarded by Kansas universities, community colleges 

and technical colleges. This would include non-resident students from other states and would not 

include Kansans who attend college out of state.) 

In summary, a rising percentage of students are staying school through 12 years, more are graduating 

and more are enrolling in and completing postsecondary credentials – at least until the COVID years. 
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Test Result Comparison: Public and Private Schools 

 

Groups with average Free and Reduced Lunch Percent plus Students with Disabilities Percent, 2015 to 2021 
 

 
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

5 Private Systems: 25.1 90.1 89.2 88.0 88.1 88.3 
 

87.0 

9 Public/Private Peers: 25.7 89.4 86.3 84.6 84.9 85.0 
 

83.3 

State Average: 62.9% 76.9 73.2 70.9 70.8 71.1 
 

67.7 

11 Highest Public: 96.6% 66.9 62.9 61.3 60.5 61.8 
 

54.2 

 

As the information about indicates, the state’s five private accredited school systems averaged 87 

percent of students at level 2 (generally considered “grade level”) or higher on state assessments in 

2021, compared to 67 percent for the state average of all students tested. However, private schools 

have a much lower percentage of special need, higher costs students. 

To provide a comparison among public and private systems with similar student characteristics, KASB 

averaged the percentage students qualifying for free or reduced-price meals from 2015 to 2021 for each 

districts, and added the percentage of students with disabilities. All five private school system had less 

than 33 percent of low-income plus students with disabilities, with a group average of 25.1 percent. 

Only nine public school system had fewer than 33 percent of students in these categories, with an 

average of 25.7 percent. These districts had an average of 83.3 percent of students at Level 2 or higher. 

On the other hand, the eleven school districts with the highest number of low-income plus special 

education students – an average of 96.6 percent – had just 54.2 percent of students at Level 2 or higher, 

showing the profound impact of poverty and disability on student achievement. 
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Note that while public school test results have been declining, private school scores have also declined 

since 2015 (at a slower rate), and private school results dropped during the COVID pandemic at about 

the same rate as public districts with similar demographic. 

Note also that the highest poverty/disability districts had a slight increase in performance in 2019, one 

year after additional Gannon funding began in 2018 – but a larger drop following COVID, reflecting other 

finding that COVID has had a great impact on low-income students. 

School System Details 

Average Percent Free/Reduce Lunch Eligible Plus Percent Students with Disabilities, 2015-2021 

Private Systems (all under 33%) 
All Public Districts under 

33% 
All Public Districts over 92% 

Kansas City Catholic Diocese 15.9 Andover 18.5 Arkansas City 92.4% 

Lutheran Schools (Topeka) 22.2 Blue Valley 18.7 Liberal 92.6% 

Salina Catholic Diocese 26.6 De Soto 21.1 Northeast 92.7% 

Wichita Catholic Diocese 28.4 Ft Leavenworth 22.9 Dodge City 93.1% 

Dodge City Catholic Diocese 32.3 Basehor-Linwood 29.8 Hamilton 94.2% 

Average 25.1 Smoky Valley 31.3 Topeka Public Schools 95.1% 

  Piper-Kansas City 29.8 Lyons 97.1% 

  Silver Lake 30.3 Kansas City 98.3% 

  Renwick 29.0 Cedar Vale 100.0% 

  Average 25.7 Chase-Raymond 101.0% 

    Elk Valley 105.6% 

State Average: 62.9%    Average 96.6% 

 

These results confirm an earlier study by KASB, which looked at 2019 results for high school math only, 

in counties with accredited private high schools. The chart below shows the percentage of students 

below level two or “grade level” for the 61 public and accredited private high schools with data reported 

by KSDE, along with the percentage of low-income students plus percentage of students with 

disabilities. 

Most high schools are fairly closely clustered along a line that shows that as the percentage of special 

needs students increase, the percentage of students scoring below standard also increases. Most private 

schools are at the lower left end of the spectrum, but the private high school with the highest 

percentage of low income and special education students also has the highest percentage of students 

below standard. 
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How districts school districts have used additional funding during the Gannon plan phase-in: 

School districts have received an increase of over $1.25 billion in funding from 2017-2021.  

Approximately $230 million of that amount has been increased KPERS funding, and over $150 million 

has been one-time COVID aid.  

The first chart below shows how districts have spent those funds by major function, divided between 

the first three years of increased funding (2018, 2019 and 2021) and last year (2021) to show the impact 

of COVID. 

 

By far the largest portion of the increase went to instruction, followed by student and instructional 

(teacher) support and school administration. Note that in 2021, a larger share went to operations and 

maintenance and facilities construction and debt service, reflecting additional COVID mitigation costs 

like cleaning and air filtration. 
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The next chart shows the increased expenditures by school district fund. 

 

This chart shows increased expenditures on special education, at-risk and bilingual programs (the focus 

of the Gannon case), with a much small increase in 2021 due to lower enrollment. It also shows the large 

share of funding that went to KPERS, which actually declined with a decline in staff in 2021. Finally, it 

also shows the big increase in federal funding for COVID aid in 2021, and in capital outlay spending for 

COVID mitigation. 
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Teacher Salaries and Staff 
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